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1. Function

1. Professional echo process, with professional-grade YAMAHA reverb chipset, making a perfect blend between microphone voices and accompanying sound, so that don't have voice and accompaniment separation any more.

2. Professional echo effect can be adjusted depending on the occasion, preference, making your voice with the magnetic, catch up with the KTV effect.

3. ordinary microphone or headset inserts to the computer directly, the singing voice is dry and with a large current noise, but it have the function of Noise reduction process, filtering the current sound, so can make the voice pure.

4. Powerful software compatibility full supported Daren K song, sing, QQ, cool songs I K, YY, Bi-chat, Mike crazy, quack K song, Skype, MSN, MV box, K show, and so on.

5. Support for smart phones, Tablet PC, Smart TV audio input.

6. Support for indoor, outdoor, the car multiple use environment.

7. Dual microphone interface, support the chorus, individually adjust the microphone volume.

   Supply Voltage Support: 110-220V
   Power input: 5V/1A

2. Product Feature

* Stylish appearance, solid and reliable, compact, Easy to carry.
* Recording chipset, High definition voice recording.
* Support PC/DVD/MID/Mobile phone and other audio input port, having a wide use.
* Distribution power settings, easy to use.
* Stable performance, working long time sustainably
* Dimensions 63 * 59.5 * 11.2 (mm)

3. Accessory


4. Product Introduction

The professional mixers effects processors support dual microphone input at the same time, you can couple duet, parent-child duet chorus of brothers and sisters; professional studio monitor design, support two audio outputs can be connected to a headset, entertain, and then also have to worry about disturbing to others, but also allows others to share your songs, with everyone happy.
5. Device using the connection diagram

1. Smartphone connection Converter

- Microphone reverb adjustment
- Microphone 3.5mm interface
- LED indicator
- 3.5mm audio connector
- Headphone / audio interface
- USB charging hole
6. Product safety instructions
1. Do not turn off the power when the machine is in use.
2. Careful machines do not encounter the impact.
3. Machine away from moisture, high temperature environment.
4. The machine away from the strong magnetic field of the environment.
5. Do not touch the machine when your hands are wet, may cause an electrical shock.
6. Do not disassemble the machine; this will result in damage to the machine or data loss.
7. Use the power of the factory configuration.
8. Do not use chemical reagents washing machine.

7. Frequently Asked Questions
1. Turn on the power indicator does not light?
   Check the transformer if is OK.
2. Power indicator light, but no sound
   Set the computer volume control, cancel microphone mute.
3. There is evident current?
   Put the input device source volume down, change the placement angle between MIC and speaker, change distance between MIC and speaker.